A stabilized form of the respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) F protein has been explored as a vaccine to prevent viral infection because it presents several potent neutralizing epitopes. Here, we used a structure-based rational design to optimize antigen presentation and focus antibody (Ab) responses to key epitopes on the pre-fusion (pre-F) protein. This protein was fused to ferritin nanoparticles (pre-F-NP) and modified with glycans to mask nonneutralizing or poorly neutralizing epitopes to further focus the Ab response. The multimeric pre-F-NP elicited durable pre-F-specific Abs in nonhuman primates (NHPs) after >150 days and elicited potent neutralizing Ab (NAb) responses in mice and NHPs in vivo, as well as in human cells evaluated in the in vitro MIMIC system. This optimized pre-F-NP stimulated a more potent Ab response than a representative pre-F trimer, DS-Cav1. Collectively, this pre-F vaccine increased the generation of NAb s targeting the desired pre-F conformation, an attribute that facilitates the development of an effective RSV vaccine.

**INTRODUCTION**

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is a major cause of severe respiratory disease among the high-risk populations of infants and the elderly (1, 2). This susceptibility is due, in part, to waning maternal antibody (Ab) levels in infants or immune senescence in the elderly (3–5). In the case of RSV, the titer of circulating Ab specific to RSV does not diminish with age (6). Serious adverse events encountered in a trial of a formalin-inactivated whole virus vaccine in the 1960s included enhanced disease among vaccinees that impeded progress (5, eaba6466 (2020)). Attempts to engineer disulfide bond to stabilize the globular head, and a foldon trimerization motif stabilized the trimer. In animal studies, this pre-F trimer elicited a higher neutralizing titer compared with post-F antigens. In first-in-human studies, DS-Cav1 elicited neutralizing Abs (NAbs) to the pre-F surface (23). Studies interrogating the structure of the F protein and RSV NAb s identified the most effective epitopes, sites 0 and V, which are exposed only in the pre-F conformation (19, 24, 25).

Although disulfide stabilization used for DS-Cav1 produces a pre-F immunogen, it was reported that this antigen was not stable during long-term storage (20). Deletion of the furin cleavage sites prevented cleavage into the two protomer chains and permitted retention of a pre-F epitope on a single-chain F subunit without additional stabilization (26). A second crystal structure of a pre-F antigen using the single-chain strategy with a proline mutation to further disrupt adoption of the post-F conformation represented a next-generation antigen with increased stability relative to DS-Cav1 (20).

Another approach for presenting the F antigen in the pre-F conformation was described using a computationally designed nanoparticle platform (27). In this system, the C terminus of DS-Cav1 was fused to a self-assembling nanoparticle that displays the F antigen in a multimeric array. DS-Cav1 presented on the nanoparticle exhibited superior stability over the DS-Cav1 trimer as judged by binding to key pre-F Abs. Last, the DS-Cav1 nanoparticle elicited a higher NAb response compared with immunization with DS-Cav1 trimer. Marcandalli et al. (27) suggested that one potential explanation for the improved quality of response was that more potent neutralizing
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epitopes, such as site 0, were more exposed in the nanoparticle format relative to the less potent epitopes near the stalk, which were partially occluded by the nanoparticle display. Ab-dependent enhancement (ADE) represents a potential mechanism that might increase the severity of RSV infection or enhance immunopathology (28, 29). However, there has been no clinically proven evidence for ADE in seropositive elderly populations, and there has been a recent study describing a lack of association between in vitro--demonstrated ADE and disease severity in children (30). Given the potential impact of ADE in vaccine recipients if ADE occurs in vivo in RSV, it is reasonable in the development of an RSV vaccine to consider both the serostatus of the population and the quality of response by assessment of neutralizing versus binding Ab titers.

Here, we describe a multimeric RSV F immunogen that fuses pre-F to a self-assembling ferritin nanoparticle previously shown to enhance the immunogenicity of influenza and Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) vaccines (31–35). Ab binding and negative-staining electron microscopy (EM) confirms that the particle is homogeneous and displays the expected eight pre-F moieties. The F moieties are oriented so that the most potent NAb epitopes are exposed and the lesser neutralizing epitopes are oriented toward the stalk. We further focused the immune response by introducing glycosylation sites that reduced Ab titers to nonneutralizing or poorly neutralizing epitopes, improving the quality of response as measured by the increased neutralizing to binding Ab ratio. The pre-F-NP immunogen was also fused to a bacterial ferritin nanoparticle used safely in human trials, expressed as a single self-assembling protomer, with yields in stable cell lines that are suitable for large-scale manufacturing. Pre-F-NP elicited NAbs in mouse and nonhuman primate (NHP) models. Analysis using the biomimetic Modular Immune In vitro Construct (MIMIC) system (36) evaluated the potential of pre-F-NP to boost a response from human individuals, suggesting that these modifications might contribute to improved RSV immunogenicity clinically.

RESULTS
Design, screening, and in vitro assembly of pre-F nanoparticles
Prototype pre-F-NPs were developed by introducing the ferritin sequence from *Helicobacter pylori* at the C terminus of DS-Cav1 (DS-Cav1-NP) (37). The nanoparticle is composed of 24 subunits of ferritin with an N-terminal threefold axis of symmetry that allowed the F protomers to form eight pre-F trimeric spikes. DS-Cav1-NP formed particles that bound pre-F-Abs; however, the yields (0.87 mg/liter) measured by pre-F–specific AM14 Ab were suboptimal. AM14 is a monoclonal Ab that recognizes a quaternary epitope specific to pre-F and therefore confirms trimer formation (38). To improve yield, we deleted the furin cleavage and p27 regions to generate a stabilized single-chain F and added a bullfrog ferritin linker previously used for an EBV ferritin nanoparticle (35). This single-chain (sc) particle retained the engineered disulfide bond and cavity-filling mutations of DS-Cav1 (sc-pre-F-NP) and improved expression about
twofold (1.35 mg/liter). Sc-pre-F-NP formed homogeneous nanoparticles with the expected eight F spikes predicted by structural modeling, as demonstrated by negative-staining EM and two-dimensional (2D) class averaging (Fig. 1, A and B).

To enhance expression of sc-pre-F-NP further, the cysteine mutations of the DS-Cav1–engineered disulfide were mutated to their native serine residues. In addition, we mutated residue I217, which caps the N terminus of a central helix that forms interprotomer contacts in the center of the pre-F globular head, to proline (Fig. 2A). This mutation was intended to improve helical stability of this central helix, and the new particle (pre-F-NPglyc) increased expression about twofold (2.8 mg/liter). Last, we added glycan sites on the pre-F surface to regions of the trimer surface that would not occlude known neutralizing epitopes (Fig. 2B). After screening nearly 100 variants for expression and ability to bind NAb and particle formation by negative-staining EM, we identified a lead pre-F-NP vaccine candidate that increased expression more than fivefold relative to the initial DS-Cav1-NP prototype (4.7 mg/liter).

**Multimeric presentation and blocking post-F sites with glycans enhances pre-F-NP immunogenicity in mice and NHPs**

Naïve mice were immunized with three injections of either pre-F-NP or post-F trimer mixed with the squalene-based adjuvant AF03 (39). Pre-F-NP elicited a DS-Cav1–binding (pre-F–binding) Ab response (titer \( \sim 10^5 \)) and elicited about 10-fold increase in NAb titer relative to post-F (Fig. 3, A and B). In NHPs, two injections of pre-F-NP adjuvanted with AF03 elicited pre-F–binding Ab titers of \( \sim 10^5 \) and NAb titers of \( \sim 10^3 \) (Fig. 3, C and D). By comparison, unadjuvanted pre-F-NP elicited pre-F–binding Ab titers of \( \sim 10^3 \) and three of four NHPs did not have detectable neutralizing titers (Fig. 3, C and D). Furthermore, pre-F–binding Ab titers were observed at \( >10^4 \) for more than 150 days after second immunization in NHPs when given with AF03, relative to \( \sim 10^3 \) without adjuvant (fig. S1).

Glycosylation sites were designed to increase expression and avoid known neutralizing epitopes of pre-F (Fig. 2B). Specifically, glycans were added in a region of F between the major palivizumab neutralization epitope and the viral membrane stalk, which remains relatively unchanged between the pre-F and post-F structures and lacks known neutralizing epitopes.

We compared the immunogenicity of pre-F-NP with pre-F-NP that lacked these glycans (pre-F-NPglyc). Mice were immunized with either pre-F-NP or pre-F-NPglyc, and their Ab responses were characterized (Fig. 4). NAb titers elicited by the two antigens were not statistically different (Fig. 4A). In contrast, post-F–binding Ab titers elicited by pre-F-NP were significantly lower than Ab titers elicited by pre-F-NPglyc (Fig. 4B). Introduction of these glycans therefore reduced the generation of Abs to the nonneutralizing or poorly neutralizing epitopes without compromising RSV neutralization, thus stimulating a more focused NAb response (Fig. 4C). Similarly, in NHPs, pre-F-NP elicited \( \sim 10 \)-fold lower post-F–binding Ab titers \( (\sim 10^3) \) relative to pre-F–binding titers (fig. S1, A and B). Last, competition enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) with pre-F–specific Ab D25 confirmed the specificity of the pre-F response in NHPs (fig. S1C).

**Pre-F-NP elicits a more potent NAb response than DS-Cav1**

We generated stable cell lines using our Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell line for vaccine manufacturing (see Materials and Methods). Pre-F-NP yields from production cell lines express homogeneous material between \( \sim 150 \) and 300 mg/liter using a manufacturing compatible purification (fig. S2A). The CHO-derived pre-F-NP bound to NAb with affinities similar to DS-Cav1 (fig. S2B). To test the immunogenicity of the CHO-derived pre-F-NP relative to a comparator that is being evaluated in the clinic, pre-F trimer (DS-Cav1) (23), naïve mice were immunized with either pre-F-NP or pre-F mixed with AF03 (Fig. 5 and fig. S3B) or without adjuvant (fig. S3A). Each group of eight mice was given two immunizations of an antigen dose (0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 9, or 27 μg), and the NAb titer was measured. When formulated with AF03, pre-F-NP elicited a higher neutralizing titer than DS-Cav1 at higher doses (3, 9, and 27 μg) after the first immunization (fig. S3B). After the second immunization with AF03, pre-F-NP elicited a higher neutralizing titer at lower doses (0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, and 9 μg), whereas the DS-Cav1 response was not statistically different from pre-F-NP at the 27-μg dose (Fig. 5). After two immunizations without AF03, pre-F-NP elicited a higher neutralizing
response than DS-Cav1 at higher doses (1, 3, 9, and 27 μg) (fig. S3A). The fold increase in NAb titer response and the statistical differences at the different doses are provided (fig. S3C).

**Pre-F-NP induced more potent Ab responses compared with other subunit F vaccine candidates in the MIMIC system**

We used the human in vitro platform known as MIMIC (36) to evaluate responses to pre-F-NP. The MIMIC platform incorporates memory B cells to investigate naïve and recall immune responses. Antigen exposure in the MIMIC system with pre-F-NP, pre-F trimer, and post-F trimer antigens stimulated higher pre-F–binding Ab titers compared with unstimulated controls (Fig. 6A). Pre-F-NP stimulated statistically higher levels of pre-F–binding Ab titers (Fig. 6A) and neutralization titers (Fig. 6B) compared with molar equivalent doses of post-F. Pre-F-NP increased the average level of pre-F–binding Ab titers by about 15-fold relative to unstimulated controls, whereas stimulation with pre-F increased pre-F–binding titers by ~6-fold. The mean neutralization titer also substantially increased after exposure to pre-F-NP (18.9 IU/ml) compared with pre-F (10.9 IU/ml) and post-F (9.8 IU/ml). In addition, pre-F-NP stimulated higher Ab titers specific for pre-F than pre-F or post-F trimer (Fig. 6C).

**Pre-immune status to RSV affects Ab response to RSV, and pre-F-NP improves Ab responses in human recall response**

The magnitude of the Ab response to F subunit vaccine candidates was evaluated on the basis of the serologic status of the human individuals investigated in the MIMIC system (fig. S4). Post-F, pre-F, and pre-F-NP induced a higher fold increase in pre-F–binding titers in individuals with high baseline titers (9.6-, 9.0-, and 22.32-fold increase, respectively) than low baseline titer individuals (1.3-, 2.58-, and 15.5-fold, respectively; Fig. 7A). A similar trend was observed in the subset of individuals tested for increased NAb titers between higher baseline (64, 64, and 91% responders) and low baseline pre-F–binding titer individuals (25, 50, and 67% responders; Fig. 7B).

Post-F showed a significant fold increase in pre-F binding between the low and high baseline individuals (1.35-fold versus 9.6-fold increase; \( P = 0.0096 \)). Regardless of serologic status, pre-F-NP induced a significantly higher fold change in pre-F–binding response relative to pre-F and post-F. Pre-F elicited a significantly higher fold increase in pre-F–binding titers (\( P = 0.0007 \); Fig. 7A) and NAb titer (\( P = 0.0449 \); Fig. 7B) than post-F in individuals with low baseline titers. In individuals with high baseline titers, the percentage of nonresponders (individuals with NAb titers less than 1:25) were the same between pre-F and post-F (Fig. 7B).

**DISCUSSION**

RSV is a major cause of severe respiratory diseases in infants and the elderly. Despite decades of intensive effort, an effective vaccine to protect these vulnerable populations remains a major unmet medical need (1, 2). In past and ongoing trials, the envelope F protein has been a major target for RSV vaccine development because of its key role in the fusion event and its highly conserved nature among strains.
Fig. 4. Blocking nonfunctional epitopes with glycans on pre-F-NP focuses Ab responses toward pre-F epitopes in mice. (A) NAb titers induced by immunization with pre-F-NP or pre-F-NPΔglyc in mice represented as PRNT<sub>60</sub>. In all panels, response is after three injections with adjuvant. (B) Post-F–binding Ab titers elicited by immunization with pre-F-NP or pre-F-NPΔglyc. (C) Ratio of RSV NAb to post-F–binding Ab titer elicited by immunization with pre-F-NP or pre-F-NPΔglyc. Each group represents five mice.

Fig. 5. NAb responses to pre-F and pre-F-NP in mice is dependent on immunogen dose. NAb titers induced by two immunizations with pre-F-NP or pre-F with adjuvant in mice represented as PRNT<sub>60</sub>. Immunogen dose is plotted on the x axis with limit of detection (LOD) as illustrated. Each point represents a geometric mean of eight mice per group. Fold differences in geometric mean titers for each dose and statistical analysis are provided in fig. S3C.

After numerous failures of post-F vaccine candidates, most current RSV vaccine programs are focused on pre-F candidates, and many approaches to stabilizing the conformation of the antigen are under evaluation. Our pre-F-NP vaccine candidate used ferritin nanoparticle technology to display eight pre-F moieties and harbored engineered glycosylation sites to mask nonneutralizing epitopes on the protein surface. This design resulted in elicitation of a NAb response biased toward pre-F Abs relative to post-F in both naïve mice and NHP models.

As with other pre-F antigens, pre-F-NP elicited a superior NAb response in naïve mice than pre-F (DS-Cav1). This distinction was greater when the antigens were administered with the squalene-based adjuvant AF03 in both mice and NHP. The addition of novel glycosylation sites allowed pre-F-NP to elicit an improved NAb/binding Ab ratio. This immunofocusing may be of importance given current hypotheses suggesting that nonneutralizing or poorly neutralizing Abs may contribute to Ab disease enhancement, particularly in populations with lower RSV F baseline titers. Our glycan additions have further biased the response toward pre-F Abs relative to post-F Abs in both naïve mice and NHP models. However, naïve animal models have previously overestimated the efficacy of RSV antigens, particularly in the case of post-F antigens that protect well in naïve animal challenge models but failed to reach efficacy in the clinic.

Immunization with post-F antigens in naïve animals has been shown to provide a neutralizing response, albeit weaker than pre-F (23). In our mouse study, three immunizations with a low dose of post-F (0.1 µg) did provide a detectable neutralizing response (Fig. 3B) and a relatively high pre-F–binding titer given the shared epitopes between the conformations (Fig. 3A). As expected, pre-F-NP elicited a significantly higher NAb titer response, but the binding titers appeared to reach a “ceiling” in the assay. However, it is possible that the relative pre-F–binding titer elicited by pre-F-NP is reduced by the glycans added to the nonneutralizing or poorly neutralizing epitopes shared between the pre- and post-F conformations.

Because humans are exposed to RSV infection many times throughout life, circulating and tissue-resident memory pools and Abs against RSV are present. As with humoral response, human T cell responses to the RSV virus and to RSV vaccine candidates are largely dependent upon immune memory. The MIMIC system incorporates the immune history of exposure to infectious agents, including RSV (36, 40). The MIMIC system has been demonstrated to reproducibly generate predictive innate and adaptive immune responses in a number of studies with published clinical correlation (41–43). Specifically, we have established the ability of this module to display reduced Ab production and T cell activation upon in vitro influenza vaccination of cells from elderly adults. In the MIMIC system, we observe similar reduction in strain-specific immunoglobulin G (IgG) production to seasonal trivalent influenza vaccine in the elderly when compared with adults as compared with ex vivo analysis completed on clinical samples. The MIMIC system may therefore allow us to incorporate considerations of RSV immune history and age-dependent responses that may better predict how the pre-F-NP vaccine candidate will compare with other F antigens in the clinical setting.

Immune history has been widely studied for its effect on protection and/or promotion of disease progression and effectiveness of vaccines (44–46). Older adults with highly neutralizing circulating Abs show a decreased risk of developing symptomatic RSV infection than individuals with lower preexisting neutralizing sera titers (47). Considerable debate surrounds whether age alone is a risk factor for severe morbidity during RSV infection or whether this is only the case for the “frail” elderly who have concurrent conditions, which...
often coincide with senescence such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (48). When we interrogated the individual pre-F–binding responses, neutralizing responses, or T cell responses based on age, we were not able to find statistical differences (fig. S5). It is noteworthy that all the elderly individuals who provided samples for these studies were in relatively good health as a result of the selection criteria for the apheresis blood collection process, and so this analysis may not capture some age-dependent correlates of severe RSV illness in a clinical setting.

The variation observed in the human recall response can make it challenging to make meaningful observations. However, by considering the baseline pre-F–binding titer of the individuals, trends in the response can be observed (fig. S4). Although responses to each antigen tended to be higher for individuals with higher baseline titers, only the sevenfold increase in pre-F–binding titer between low and high baseline titer individuals elicited by post-F reached significance ($P = 0.0096$). This observation may suggest that post-F antigens can elicit a reasonable immune response in individuals with high baseline pre-F–binding titers but fail to recover protective immunity in individuals whose titers have waned. For each antigen tested, many individuals’ recall responses failed to generate appreciable neutralizing titers (below the 1:25 NAb titer) despite significant increases in
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**Fig. 6. Pre-F–NP elicits pre-F–directed NAb in the MIMIC system.** (A) Pre-F–binding titers were measured after stimulating cells with post-F, pre-F, or pre-F–NP. In each panel, immunogen used for stimulation is indicated below the graph. Each dot represents a response from individual donor, the bar indicates the geometric mean, and the percentage of individual donors who responded to stimulation is indicated. For pre-F–binding titer, a responder is considered an individual donor whose titer rose at least fivefold after stimulation. (B) NAb titers were measured after stimulating cells as above. The titer is given as 50% reduction in neutralizing titer, and a responder is considered an individual whose titer is at least 25, as indicated by the dotted line. (C) Measured ratios between pre-F– and post-F–binding Ab titers. A responder is considered an individual whose pre-F:post-F binding ratio is greater than 1, as indicated by the dotted line. For comparison, the untreated control is labeled as none.

**Fig. 7. Preexisting Ab titer in human individuals is strongly correlated with the magnitude of the RSV immune response in MIMIC system.** (A) Rise in pre-F titers is shown on the basis of serologic status for 16 donors with the lowest and highest preexisting pre-F Ab titers after stimulation with post-F, pre-F, or pre-F–NP antigens. Data are presented as fold change of pre-F titer over unstimulated baseline titer. Each dot represents a response from an individual donor, the bar indicates the geometric mean, and the percentage of individual donors who responded to stimulation is indicated. For pre-F:post-F binding ratio, a responder is considered an individual donor whose pre-F:post-F binding ratio is greater than 1, as indicated by the dotted line. For comparison, the untreated control is labeled as none.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design

The goal of this study was to evaluate immune responses to an RSV pre-F nanoparticle vaccine. Pre-F nanoparticles were produced and characterized biophysically and biochemically to confirm structural integrity of the antigen. A combination of in vitro (MIMIC) and in vivo (mouse and NHP) studies was carried out to evaluate immunogenicity. Manufacturability of this vaccine was also demonstrated in a good manufacturing practice (GMP)–compatible CHO cell line.

Antigen expression and purification from transient transfection

DNA for RSV F constructs with the described mutations was synthesized and cloned into a mammalian expression vector by GenScript. Pre-F (DS-Cav1), post-F, and RSV F Abs were generated similarly to the protocols previously published (21, 49). For transient transfection material used in initial screening studies, RSV F nanoparticles were transfected into 293EXPI cells and harvested from the conditioned media after 4 days. RSV F nanoparticles were purified by an anionic exchange purification using HiTrap Q columns (GE Healthcare) with tris buffer (pH 8.5) mobile phase eluting with increasing sodium chloride concentration, followed by size exclusion purification using a Superose 6 prep grade column (GE Healthcare) and tris-buffered saline mobile phase using conventional chromatography methods. All antigens were stored at ~80°C before use.

**RSV F nanoparticle sequences for transient transfection** DS-Cav1-NP. mellinakaniiltuttavtcgsaqnteeqsytcsavsgyalsrltgwtyssitvielnikenkcngtdakvklkqelkdnknavtelqlmgsngvgla-giasgyvchklhgevnikksallsstkavnslgsngvstvlfkvdnkdnyiklplinkqscsnisnetviefrqknlnr-leitrefsvnagtytypstymtnlsmndnqdkklnmsnvqvriqvsymci-keevlyavylvqlpygvdpcwkhtplctttkngsnictlrdgrwydngasvsvf-pqaetckvsnrfctdmnslpevnlnfipkycldimbtsvddsitvl-gaivcygctktcansaqrntkgtksngyczynsvkgdvt-vsgntlyvnkqgskslyvkgepiinfydpvpsdfdasisqvenkinslafriks-dellsqssgsqsdqildkneqvemqssnymsmsswhtsdgdlgflfdhdaeevehakkliifnnepvqltisapehigfegltifqfakyeheqhesiinn-idvaikckdkbatnfqyqaevheevelfkdldikelienhgyladqyvkiaksrs*

*Pre-F-NPglyc. mellinakaniiltuttavtcgsaqnteeqsytcsavsgyalsrltgwtyssitvielnikenkcngtdakvklkqelkdnknavtelqlmgsngvgla-giasgyvchklhgevnikksallsstkavnslgsngvstvlfkvdnkdnyiklplinkqscsnisnetviefrqknlnr-leitrefsvnagtytypstymtnlsmndnqdkklnmsnvqvriqvsymci-keevlyavylvqlpygvdpcwkhtplctttkngsnictlrdgrwydngasvsvf-pqaetckvsnrfctdmnslpevnlnfipkycldimbtsvddsitvl-gaivcygctktcansaqrntkgtksngyczynsvkgdvt-vsgntlyvnkqgskslyvkgepiinfydpvpsdfdasisqvenkinslafriks-dellsqssgsqsdqildkneqvemqssnymsmsswhtsdgdlgflfdhdaeevehakkliifnnepvqltisapehigfegltifqfakyeheqhesiinn-idvaikckdkbatnfqyqaevheevelfkdldikelienhgyladqyvkiaksrs*

Antigen expression and purification from stable CHO manufacturing cell line

DNA for RSV pre-F-NP constructs was synthesized and cloned into an in-house mammalian expression vector. Each resulting RSV pre-F-NP expression vector was transfected into in-house CHO cells by electroporation, followed by methotrexate selection to isolate stably transfected cell pools. CHO cell clones expressing RSV pre-F-NP RF8140 were isolated from a pool by flow cytometric sorting and deposition into 96-well plates at one cell per well. To generate RSV pre-F-NP material from CHO pools and clones, cells were seeded into CD CHO medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 30% (v/v) EfficientFeed B (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 4 mM l-glutamine and incubated in suspension culture for 7 days. Conditioned media harvests were clarified and used for analysis of RSV pre-F-NP titer.
Sc-pre-F-NP was initially tested in stably transfected CHO cell pools, expressing at a low yield (~10 mg/liter from stable pools) and exhibiting nonspecific proteolytic cleavage between the F and ferritin moieties. Mutations to potentially susceptible residues in the F stalk and a bullfrog ferritin-linker region were introduced resulting in pre-F-NP for CHO cell line development. Pre-F-NP in stable CHO cell pools expressed up to 89 mg/liter as measured by AM14-binding using Octet (below). Final CHO clones express between ~150 and 300 mg/liter. Material used for the mouse dosing study was purified from stable CHO clone using similar anion exchange methods as above but without size exclusion purification.

**RSV F nanoparticle sequence for CHO manufacturability**

Pre-F-NP. mellillkanaitavltcfiasgnitfeyqstcsavsgylartgwtysvi-

tielsenkncngtdavklkdpelklyknavtuelqfnmlgsngyeadgasvksvkl-
helgevntkisallstnkavslngsvstfktklndkyidaplknkqscisinpet-
viefqqknrrleirtefsnvaqtpvstymlnstellsindmpitndqkkllmsnvnqi-
vrqquysssnisieveelavvqlpygivdpcwktlhtsctttntgsniclttrdrgw-
cndagnsvfqpattckvqsvrncftdmnttsrlpsvenlncvdfinpykcdikmtk-
dvsssvitsglaviscygktcstasnkkigrtsfdngcsupkndgvtvsngt-
lyyvntkqegkslykgelpinfypvpsdefdasiqvnelinqfslinqsddlgses-
gwqqfkdkeidnleqvnkemssnymsvsthldagllfddhaaeeyhak-
klifiinnennvquvltsisapechfetgltisqayeqhjesisissivihdaiksdhatfn-
flqwyvaeevelfkdldikielgngnglylaqvgkiaarks*

**F nanoparticle expression by AM14-binding using Octet**

The expression yields of pre-F-antigens were measured using pre-F-specific Ab AM14 using a FortéBio Octet RED96 instrument. All assays were performed with binding buffer [phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) supplemented with 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA)] to minimize nonspecific interactions at 30°C. AM14 was loaded onto Protein A sensor tips (FortéBio) for 300 s to allow capture to approach saturation. Biosensor tips were then equilibrated for 30 s in binding buffer before measurement of association with pre-F-NP standards or conditioned media from nanoparticle expression diluted 1:1 in binding buffer for 200 s. Tips were regenerated between measurements using glycine (pH 1.5) (GE Healthcare). Sample concentrations were determined by comparing initial 50-s association rates, after applying dilution factor, with a linear standard curve generated from the pre-F-NP standards using the Octet Data Analysis software, version 10.0.

**NAB-binding by SPR (Biacore)**

The affinities of pre-F-NP and pre-F for NAbs (palivizumab, 101F, D25, and AM14) were measured by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) with a Biacore T200 instrument. Abs were directly immobilized on a protein A sensor chip before measurement of association with pre-F-NP for CHO cell line development. Pre-F-NP in stable CHO cell pools expressed up to 89 mg/liter as measured by AM14-binding using Octet (below). Final CHO clones express between ~150 and 300 mg/liter. Material used for the mouse dosing study was purified from stable CHO clone using similar anion exchange methods as above but without size exclusion purification.

Sc-pre-F-NP was initially tested in stably transfected CHO cell pools, expressing at a low yield (~10 mg/liter from stable pools) and exhibiting nonspecific proteolytic cleavage between the F and ferritin moieties. Mutations to potentially susceptible residues in the F stalk and a bullfrog ferritin-linker region were introduced resulting in pre-F-NP for CHO cell line development. Pre-F-NP in stable CHO cell pools expressed up to 89 mg/liter as measured by AM14-binding using Octet (below). Final CHO clones express between ~150 and 300 mg/liter. Material used for the mouse dosing study was purified from stable CHO clone using similar anion exchange methods as above but without size exclusion purification.

**RSV F nanoparticle sequence for CHO manufacturability**

Pre-F-NP. mellillkanaitavltcfiasgnitfeyqstcsavsgylartgwtysvi-

tielsenkncngtdavklkdpelklyknavtuelqfnmlgsngyeadgasvksvkl-
helgevntkisallstnkavslngsvstfktklndkyidaplknkqscisinpet-
viefqqknrrleirtefsnvaqtpvstymlnstellsindmpitndqkkllmsnvnqi-
vrqquysssnisieveelavvqlpygivdpcwktlhtsctttntgsniclttrdrgw-
cndagnsvfqpattckvqsvrncftdmnttsrlpsvenlncvdfinpykcdikmtk-
dvsssvitsglaviscygktcstasnkkigrtsfdngcsupkndgvtvsngt-
lyyvntkqegkslykgelpinfypvpsdefdasiqvnelinqfslinqsddlgses-
gwqqfkdkeidnleqvnkemssnymsvsthldagllfddhaaeeyhak-
klifiinnennvquvltsisapechfetgltisqayeqhjesisissivihdaiksdhatfn-
flqwyvaeevelfkdldikielgngnglylaqvgkiaarks*

**F nanoparticle expression by AM14-binding using Octet**

The expression yields of pre-F-antigens were measured using pre-F-specific Ab AM14 using a FortéBio Octet RED96 instrument. All assays were performed with binding buffer [phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) supplemented with 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA)] to minimize nonspecific interactions at 30°C. AM14 was loaded onto Protein A sensor tips (FortéBio) for 300 s to allow capture to approach saturation. Biosensor tips were then equilibrated for 30 s in binding buffer before measurement of association with pre-F-NP standards or conditioned media from nanoparticle expression diluted 1:1 in binding buffer for 200 s. Tips were regenerated between measurements using glycine (pH 1.5) (GE Healthcare). Sample concentrations were determined by comparing initial 50-s association rates, after applying dilution factor, with a linear standard curve generated from the pre-F-NP standards using the Octet Data Analysis software, version 10.0.

**NAB-binding by SPR (Biacore)**

The affinities of pre-F-NP and pre-F for NAbs (palivizumab, 101F, D25, and AM14) were measured by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) with a Biacore T200 instrument. Abs were directly immobilized on a protein A sensor chip (GE Healthcare) at low levels (~2 to 10 response units), and antigens at various concentrations were injected at a high flow rate (50 μl/min) to avoid avidity effects. The data were analyzed using Biacore T200 evaluation software and double-referenced by subtraction of the blank surface and buffer-only injection values before global fitting of the data to a 1:1 binding model.

**Evaluation of nanoparticles by negative-staining EM**

EM was performed by NanolMaging Services (San Diego, CA). Sc-pre-F-NP was diluted into PBS to about 20 μg/ml and imaged over a layer of continuous carbon supported by nitrocellulose on a 400-mesh copper grid. The sample was prepared by applying 3-μl sample suspension to a freshly plasma cleaned grid, blotting away with filter paper, and immediately staining with 3 μl of 2% uranyl formate. EM was performed using an FEI Tecnai T12 electron microscope operating at 120 keV and equipped with an FEI Eagle 4k × 4k charge-coupled device camera. Images were obtained using Legiun at a nominal magnification of ×67,000 (0.16 nm/pixel), nominal under focus of −0.8 to −1.5 μm, and electron dose of ~30 e⁻/Å² (50). Image processing was performed using the Appion software package (51). The contrast transfer functions of the images were estimated and corrected using CFTFFIND4 (52). Individual particles in the images were selected using automated picking protocols and submitted to several rounds of reference-free alignment and classification using the XMIPP package (53, 54).

**Mouse immunizations**

In initial screening studies, female BALB/c mice were intramuscularly immunized with RSV antigens (prepared from transient transfection) at 0.1-μg doses at weeks 0, 3, and 6. Each group contained five mice. Antigens were prepared by mixing 50-μl protein solution with 50 μl of AF03 just before immunization of 50 μl into each hind leg. Blood was collected 1 day before first immunization (for control samples) and 2 weeks after immunogen injection (i.e., weeks 5 and 8).

For mouse dosing study (Fig. 5 and fig. S3), CHO-derived pre-F-NP was used. Antigens were prepared by mixing 25-μl protein solution with an equal volume of PBS or AF03. Groups of eight female BALB/c mice were intramuscularly immunized in one leg with 50-μl antigen with or without AF03. Groups were dosed at 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 9, or 27 μg as indicated. Blood was collected at day 21 (week 3) and day 35 (week 5) for analysis.

**Mouse sera pre-F– and post-F–binding Ab titer ELISA using Octet**

Heat-inactivated sera from mice immunized with antigens were diluted in PBS with 2% BSA. Sera from week 5 were diluted 1:100 and sera from week 8 were diluted 1:300 to prevent saturation of the association curve. RSV F trimers (pre-F or post-F) were loaded onto anti–penta-HIS (HIS1K) sensor tips (FortéBio) for 400 s to allow capture to reach near saturation. Biosensor tips were then equilibrated for 90 s in Octet Wash Buffer, followed by diluted sera association for 300 s. Association curve final responses were measured using Octet Data Analysis HT10.0 software, and the response was multiplied by the dilution factor to obtain the final reported response.

**NHP sera F-binding Ab titer ELISA**

RSV-F–specific Ab titers were tested by ELISA. Briefly, microtiter plates (Dynex, Nunc) were coated with either pre-F or post-F protein
(1 µg/ml) (Sino Biological) in bicarbonate buffer (Sigma-Aldrich). Plates were incubated overnight at 4°C and then blocked with PBS–0.05% Tween–5% milk for 1 hour. Sera were serially diluted in PBS–0.05% Tween–5% milk in the coated plate. After 1.5 hours of incubation at 37°C, plates were washed (PBS–0.05% Tween) and incubated for 1.5 hours at 37°C with a goat anti-monkey IgG–horseradish peroxidase (HRP) diluted at 1:10,000 (Bio-Rad). After washing, plates were incubated with tetramethylbenzidine substrate (tebu-bio) for 30 min in the dark at room temperature. Colorimetric reaction was stopped with 100 µl per well of 1 M HCl (VWR Prolabo). Optical density (OD) was measured at 450 and 650 nm on a VersaMax plate reader (Molecular Devices).

**D25 competitive ELISA**

DS-Cav1 was coated on microtiter plates (Greiner Bio-One) overnight at 4°C and then blocked with PBS–0.05% Tween–5% nonfat dry milk for 1 hour at 37°C. Sera were serially diluted twofold (initial dilution, 1:5) and incubated for 1.5 hours at 37°C. After PBS–0.05% Tween washes, competitive biotinylated D25 Ab was added and incubated for 30 min at 37°C. Plates were washed and an anti-biotin HRP conjugate (Invitrogen) was added for 1.5 hours at 37°C. After washing, the plates were developed using 3,3,5,5-tetramethylbenzidine (tebu-bio) and stopped with 1 M HCl (Prolabo). ODs were read at 450 to 650 nm. After blank subtraction, the percentage of inhibition was calculated as follows: [1 – (sera OD)/(baseline OD)] × 100. The dilution needed to achieve 50% of inhibition was obtained by a four-parameter logistic regression.

**NAb titer analysis for mouse and NHP studies**

Mouse and NHP 60% plaque reduction neutralization titers (PRNT₆₀) were determined by a method similar to that previously described without complement (55). Briefly, RSV viral stocks were combined 1:1 with dilutions of heat-inactivated serum and incubated for 1 to 1.5 hours at 37°C. The virus-serum mixture was centrifuged and added to plates containing confluent Vero cell monolayers and incubated for 1 to 1.5 hours at 37°C. After incubation at 37°C, the overlay was removed and the monolayers were fixed and stained with labeled anti-RSV Ab and stained. The stained plaques were counted using a dissecting microscope, and the NAb titers were determined at the 60% reduction endpoint.

**MIMIC analysis**

Apheresis blood products were collected from 48 healthy human donors. The collections and study protocol were reviewed and approved by Chesapeake Research Review Inc. under IRB 0906009. Donor plasma and peripheral blood mononuclear cells were cryopreserved and stored for an extended period of time in vapor-phase nitrogen tanks.

To evaluate humoral responses to RSV and F candidates, differentiated donor antigen-presenting cells were stimulated with no antigen live RSV [multiplicity of infection (MOI), 0.005] and F antigens (pre-F-NP, post-F, and pre-F at 10 ng/ml) as previously described (40). CD19⁺ B cells were enriched and cultured with F antigens or left untreated. After priming with antigens, antigen-presenting cells were cocultured with enriched autologous CD4⁺ T cells and pretreated CD19⁺ B cells for 14 days and culture supernatants were collected for detection of anti-RSV, anti–pre-F, or anti–post-F IgG Abs. Detailed intracellular cytokine staining protocols were described elsewhere (40, 56).

**Antibody Forensics**

Culture supernatants from MIMIC studies were collected for detection of RSV antigen-specific IgG by a multiplexed Luminex-based method called “Antibody Forensics” previously described in detail (40). Briefly, fluorescent carboxylated magnetic beads (Luminex) were activated and coated directly with RSV proteins (20 µg/ml) (pre-F or post-F) to detect protein-specific IgG (40). The antigen-loaded Luminex beads incubated with MIMIC supernatants or plasma from patient samples were analyzed on the Bio-Plex 100 System (Bio-Rad).

**Microneutralization assay for MIMIC system**

The neutralization activity of supernatants from MIMIC cultures was measured using Vero cells infected with a subtype A mKate-expressing RSV (RSV A2-mKate). RSV A2-mKate at MOI 0.15 was added to serial twofold dilutions (beginning with a dilution of 1:2) of MIMIC supernatant, or BEI reference sera NR-4022 (beginning at a dilution of 1:20) were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. Then, the mixture was added to infect 25,000 Vero cells. Fluorescent cell counting of RSV-mKate–infected Vero cells was performed using a Celigo microplate reader with an excitation wavelength of 531 nm and an emission wavelength of 629 nm (Celigo, Nexcelom Bioscience) after 24 hours of incubation. Neutralizing titer was calculated for the 50% reduction of viral infection and was converted to international units per milliliter using the NR-4022 reference control serum for RSV, following the World Health Organization instructions (37).

**Statistics**

Statistics were computed with Prism version 6.0 (GraphPad), SAS version 13, and JMP Pro 13. For mouse and NHP studies, the P values were derived by Student’s t test. For MIMIC studies, the geometric mean of the pairwise differences between Ab titers in groups after treatment was analyzed using Tukey’s post hoc test with SAS software version 9.4. The difference of geometric means of Ab titers between age groups was compared using a two-tailed unpaired t test.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**
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Fig. S1. Durability of pre-F response elicited in NHP immunized with pre-F-NP and AF03 adjuvant.

Fig. S2. Homogeneity and antigenicity of CHO-derived pre-F-NP.

Fig. S3. NAb responses to pre-F and pre-F-NP in mice is dependent on immunogen dose.

Fig. S4. Representation of pre-F–binding titers stimulated by RSV antigens for all individuals tested in the MIMIC system.

Fig. S5. Similar RSV-specific Ab and CD4⁺ T cell responses are elicited in adult and elderly donors after in vitro vaccination in the MIMIC system.

Table S1. Raw data file (Excel spreadsheet).

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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A respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) F protein nanoparticle vaccine focuses antibody responses to a conserved neutralization domain
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Sharpening the focus of anti-RSV antibodies

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is a paramyxovirus that infects lung epithelial cells causing potentially severe infections in young children, the elderly, and the immunocompromised. Although an effective RSV vaccine remains a major unmet medical need, previous work has identified a stabilized pre-F conformation of the RSV fusion (F) protein as a preferred immunogen for eliciting neutralizing antibodies. Swanson et al. constructed a multimeric vaccine featuring a central ferritin core connected to eight trimeric pre-F spikes bearing engineered glycans that mask poorly neutralizing epitopes. This self-assembling nanoparticle vaccine induced stronger neutralizing antibody responses than pre-F trimers in both mice and nonhuman primates. These studies pave the way toward initiating clinical trials to test this vaccine’s ability to protect vulnerable human populations from RSV-associated disease.